ABSTRACT:
The agricultural fields along the coast were submerged under the sea water after the 2011 off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Japan Tsunami. The conventional method of detecting Tsunami reached area by SAR satellite data is to compare the data obtained between previous to and after the Tsunami. However such kind of SAR data should be prepared prior to the natural disaster, but in many disaster cases, people have often encountered difficulties in finding such kind of data observed in advance in some regions. Therefore it is desirable to find a way to detect the flood suffering farmlands caused by a Tsunami, using only data observed after the disaster event. The morphological profiles (MPs) method are tested using ALOS/PALSAR and AVNIR-2 data. This MPs method is proposed as the tool for extracting information about the size, shape and the orientation of structures in single-band remote sensing images and has been improved to establish the extended morphological profiles (EMP) dealing with full-spectral information in the multi-/hyper-spectral data (Benediktsson, J.A. et al.,2003,2005). The author’s work is intended to apply this MPs method to combined single polarization SAR data and visual and near-infrared bands data. The results approximately coincide with the farmland regions actually reached by the Tsunami. This MPs method requires only data once obtained soon after a disaster, light computer resources and very short turnaround time. It should be suitable for the detection of Tsunami reached areas or tidal wave reached areas, caused by a Typhoon for example, using satellite data only once obtained after a disaster.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Morphological Profiles

The mathematical morphology filtering method is an alternative measure to the conventional image processing. It was first introduced in 1964 by J.Serra and G. Matheron in France as a method for oreassaying(Plaza, 2005, Soille,2003). They are making efforts to replace the conventional image processing method with mathematical morphology filtering.(Takagi,2004) This mathematical morphology method is suitable for computer operational measurement, because its operation is combined with simple procedures using localized information.(Takagi,2004) The extension of mathematical morphology to hyperspectral imagery for spatial and spectral data processing was done by (Soille, P.,2003), (Pesaresi,M. et al.,2001)

The mathematical morphology profiles(MPs) method is proposed as the tool for extracting information about the size, shape and the orientation of structures in single-band remote sensing images and has been improved to establish the extended morphological profiles(EMP) dealing with full spectral information in the multi-/hyper-spectral data (Benediktsson, J.A. et al.,2003,2005). To calculate EMP, the primary principal components, PCs, are derived from principal component analysis(PCA) to the hyperspectral data. These MPs are kind of tools to combine spectral and spatial information for classification of multi-/hyper-spectral data.

This morphological profiles method has been extended to include use for classifying both multispectral data and polarimetric SAR data (Marpu,P.R., et al.,2011).

1.2 Off the Pacific Coast of Tohoku Japan Tsunami

A great earthquake and resulting huge tsunami occurred on March 11th, 2011 over wide areas of north-eastern Japan. Agricultural fields along the coast were submerged under the seawater brought by the Tsunami wave for long periods. Repeated Tsunami waves left demolition debris and rubbish or house hold items on the farmland. The most of farmlands in this area along Pacific Ocean are paddy fields.

1.3 Previous studies for the 2011 Tsunami

Tsunami damage investigation of built-up areas using spaceborne full polarimetric SAR images was successfully done by S-Wei Chen and M. Sato(2013). As for urban areas, 2011 Tsunami damages are tried using both spaceborne and airborne L-band full-polarimetric SAR data.(M. Watanabe et al., 2012) But these analysis are not for farmland areas. The COSMO-SkyMed SAR analysis for the 2011 Tsunami was performed by M. Chini et al. (2012) Their report showed that it was possible to detect not only the flooded areas, but also receding of the floodwater and the moving of the debris using X-band SAR data.
1.4 Research area

The research area is the Southern coast of Miyagi prefecture off the Pacific coast. The epicenter of the earthquake is shown surrounding the Japanese Main Island in Figure 1. as a circle with slant lines. The rectangle mark, “A”, means the bounds of epicenters of aftershocks. The agricultural fields along the coast were submerged by seawater caused by the Tsunami because of the destruction of drainage pumps for some periods. There were a lot of debris, rubble and thick soil on the ground carried by the Tsunami. These obstacles have to be removed first. As the farmland along the coast is under a poor drainage condition, pumping water is always necessary. (The Japanese Society of Rural Development Engineers, 2012) The soil in such farmland suffered from the salt in sea water. The soil salinity hinders the crop growth, hence the detection of Tsunami inundated farmland is important for agriculture.

Figure 1. the epicenters distributed off the Pacific coast (Japan Meteorological Agency, 2014) and the research area (a central rectangle) shown in the eastern part of the Japanese Main Island

2. METHODS

2.1 Mathematical morphology

Mathematical morphology operators consist of erosion, dilation and their combinations, opening operation and closing operation. (Bioucas-Dias, 2012, 2013)(Douglas, 1992)(Frank, 1996)(Kobatake, 1996)(Takagi, 2004)(Russ, 2011) Basically dilation procedure adds a layer around the peripheral pixels of all features in the image. And erosion procedure adds or rips off some pixels from the figure. The opening operation is consecutive erosion and dilation. It can be used in some cases to separate touching features. The closing operation is consecutive dilation and erosion. It closes breaks in features. The result is different depending upon the order of application of the two procedures. SAR signal intensity for each pixel includes some interactive information between microwave and terrain feature on the ground. (Ilsaka, 1989, 1998, 2000, 1992, 1994, 1994, 1995)


Morphological operators (Kobatake, 1996)

\[ A \bigtriangleup B = \{ c \in EN | \exists a+b, a \land B \} \land A \lor B \] ; dilation operation

\[ A \bigtriangledown B = \{ x \in EN | x+b \in A, B \lor B \} \land A \lor B \] ; erosion operation

\[ A \bigcirc B = (A \bigtriangledown B) \land A \bigtriangleup B \] ; opening operation

\[ A \bigbullet B = [A \bigtriangleup (B)] \bigtriangledown (B) \] ; closing operation

2.2 The morphological profiles (MPs)

As for the morphological profiles (MPs), the mathematical morphology opening, filter size 9 by 9, and the closing procedure, filter size 9 by 9, was executed. The result does not clearly show the effect of detecting Tsunami damaged farmland. And for the AVNIR-2 multi-spectral data, first the principal components (PCs) are computed. The principal component No.2, PC_2 is most likely to relate to the Tsunami damaged areas. Then the morphological opening, filter size 9 by 9 square, is done. The morphological closing, filter size 9 by 9 square, is done. Finally, the open-closing image is obtained by applying the closing procedure to the opening image. This image is the morphological profiles (MPs).

3. DATA

The following data uses in this analysis, ALOS/PALSAR data were used so that the JAXA’s product level was 1.5; pixel spacing was 6.25; polarization is HH; the observation date was March 13rd, 2011. ALOS/AVNIR-2 observed in March 14, 2011 are used for the analysis. The image threshold method is used to make a binary image from the original data. But as there are dark parts and bright regions in the same image, the fixed threshold-value often fails to obtain an appropriate binary image. A different threshold value is used for each pixel in the same image by the adaptive thresholding method. (Yamada, 2012) Using the adaptive threshold method, filter size 15 by 15 pixels and the constant value 2200 were applied to the original PALSAR data, level 1.5 HH data. The morphological opening filtering was applied to the image mentioned before, filter size 9 by 9 pixels. This result is compared with the Restoration plan map for crop filed in Tsunami flooded areas by MAFF (Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries), GIAGeospatial Information Authority ]maximum inundated areas maps. Through the experiment, the window size of adaptive thresholding method is changed to 51 by 51 pixels according to the handbook of image analysis. (Takagi, M. et al., 2004)

4. RESULTS

The principal-component -2 of the set of AVNIR-2 and PALSAR HH data is good agreement with the Tsunami reached areas. Then the morphological opening, filter size 9 by 9 square, is done. Next, the morphological closing, filter size 9 by 9 square, is done. Finally, the open-closing image is obtained. (Figure 2) The red line in the Figure 2 is the official
reported Tsunami maximum reached line. The region along Pacific Ocean inside the red line in the Figure 2 is apparently distinguished from the inland areas. The small and black rectangle in the upper side of the Figure 2 is the “Kasumime” helicopter base of the Japanese Air Self-Defense Force. The helicopter base is out of the Tsunami red line and was actually not submerged at the Tsunami event. But the most upper side of Figure 2 is not clear outside or inside of the red line. This area is Sendai-Shiojima port and there are many port facilities, buildings. The MPs figure, Figure 2, is in fair agreement with the Tsunami reached areas in farmland region.

Figure 2. Morphological profiles (MPs) 9by9 filter
To confirm this procedure, using ALOS/PALSAR, HH, level 1.5 and AVNIR-2, 4-band data, choosing principal component 2 image and calculating opening and closing procedure in 9by9 square filter, this method was applied to another scene which is the neighbor on the South. (Figure 3) The most likely morphological filter size for MPs is, judging from testing various filter sizes, the 9 by 9 square filter, too. The result for the analysis of morphological profiles (MPs) can easily distinguish the Tsunami reached areas with the inland areas, which the blue line is the boundary. The Tsunami reached areas are rather smooth than the inland areas.

Figure 3. Morphological profiles (MPs) 9by9 filter

5. Conclusion

In this paper, the morphological profiles method are tested as ways of detecting Tsunami affected farmland using both SAR and multispectral data. The result obtained from MPs using both L-band SAR HH polarization and multispectral data shows this approach has great potential as a way of making this detection. And the detected areas are in good agreement with the maximum Tsunami reached areas in paddy field and farmland. This MPs method requires only data obtained soon after a disaster, light computer resources and very short turnaround time. It should be suitable for the detection of Tsunami reached region or tidal wave reached areas, caused by a Typhoon for example. The ALOS-2 satellite takes over the ALOS satellite and it has the PALSAR-2 sensor, an L-band SAR. Therefore using the model based on MPs, damage by Tsunami or Typhoon could be estimated by both PALSAR-2 and multi- or hyper-spectral sensor.
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